Bruno Atlan
CEO / Co-founder

Background: Its 20 years of working experience in different countries
and international banks allowed Bruno to develop a strong
understanding of the financial landscape and how to bring global
solutions to technical problematics. Moreover, it allowed him to gain
the abilities necessary to evolve in unknown situations and bring out of
the box ideas.
Bruno teaches derivatives in several top-tier universities (IE Business
School, EDHEC, Dauphine).

Role:
o
o
o
o

Overseeing day-to-day operations.
Link between all the departments.
Designing the strategy and setting goals for growth.
Implementing and enforcing policies and procedures to constantly.
improve operational and financial effectiveness of the company.

Investment
Offers you the best opportunities which are currently available to
optimize your profitability.

Michael Krikorian (Co-founder)
With more than 15 years of experience in the Sales
department of various banks (Crédit Agricole, Banco
Santander, etc) and in different countries, Michael
developed a solid knowledge of the corporate sector
(large and mid-corporates). Multi products oriented
and with a high customer understanding, he became
expert to find or build any fixed income solution to
cash excess problematics.

He is the Chief Commercial Officer and in charge of
Investment department.

Paolo Barbusca
Paolo holds a Master of Science in Finance from
Bocconi University in Milan.
After an experience at Intesa Sanpaolo in the NPL
business, he joined New Momentum in January 2018
as a Fixed Income Sales, in this role, he focuses on
Financing and Investing Advisory services for
European Corporate and Institutional Clients.

Teresa Gómez Caicoya
Finance

Background: Her 25 years of professional career as Business
Controller and Finance Responsible in Large International Corporations
within very diverse sectors (Electronics and Healthcare in Philips,
Advertising in LOLA Mullen Lowe, etc.) have allowed Teresa to develop
a capacity for adaptation and problem solving in any environment.
Teresa joined New Momentum in February 2019 as a responsible of
Finance and Administrative Department among other responsibilities
such as Human Resources.

Role:
o Providing financial and administrative support for decision making.
o Tracking cash flow and financial planning.
o Supporting in Human Resources tasks.

Ramón Villegas
Compliance
Background: With more than 32 years of experience within the
financial sector, specifically in international private banking, Ramón
has gained a deep understanding of financial markets and
regulations. He has developed his professional career mainly in
Spain and Switzerland, performing the functions of Operations
Manager, Personnel/ HR Manager, and Risk and Regulatory
Compliance Manager among others, in companies such as Merrill
Lynch and Credit-Suisse.
Ramón joined New Momentum in September 2019 as Head of the
Compliance and Risk Management Departments, assuming
responsibilities over the Internal Control Functions, being member
of the Product Committee and Coordinator of the Communication
Committee, among others.

Role: Ensures that the company's activities are carried out in
accordance with the applicable standards, laws and internal
regulations.

